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1 Introduction
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of a 3D Virtual Endoscopy system for facilitating diagnostic
and surgical planning phases of endoscopic procedures. Our system allows the user to interactively explore the internal
surface of a 3D patient-specific anatomical model and to create and update a fly-through trajectory through the model
to simulate endoscopy. We also present an automatic path planning algorithm that has been used to produce a colon
fly-through with our system. We integrated our program in the 3D Slicer, a medical visualization program created at
the MIT AI Lab in collaboration with the Surgical Planning Laboratory at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital [1]. It
provides the surgeons with a single environment to generate 3D models, use quantitative analysis tools and conduct a
virtual endoscopy. The Virtual Endoscopy program has been used for virtual colonoscopy and cardiovascular projects.
In the next section, we present the motivation for interactive virtual endoscopy and the related work in the field. In
Section 3, we describe our Virtual Endoscopy system. In Section 4, we present an automatic path planning algorithm
that produces center points used by our system to fly-through a colon dataset. We conclude the paper with a discussion
and evaluation of results.
2 Motivation for Interactive Virtual Endoscopy
2.1 Background
In this section, we present existing alternatives for examining the internal surface of a patient’s anatomy. One approach
is to introduce an endoscope, a device consisting of a tube and an optical system, through natural orifices or through
incision in a hollow organ. The operator can view the inner surface of the organ using video-assisted technology, but
does not have any information about the extent of the detected lesions or the anatomy beyond the walls of the organ.
Alternatively, Computed Tomography (CT) scans and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) provide cross sectional
images of the interior of the body, that contain information not available to the endoscope, such as information on tissue
shape through and beyond the walls of the organ. One drawback of this method is that the surgeon has to mentally
align and combine the contiguous slices in order to perform a diagnosis and the resolution of the scans is much lower
than the video image seen during a real endoscopy. A third approach is to use 3D medical visualization computer
programs that create 3D models from 2D CT or MRI data [1, 2].
A virtual endoscopy tool can combine the strengths of the previous alternatives described above. It provides a
technique for interactive exploration of the inner surface of the 3D model while being able to track the position of the
virtual endoscope relative to the 3D model. Furthermore, the surgeon can record a trajectory through the organ for
later sessions and save a movie to show other experts. If virtual endoscopy is combined with other tools that color-code
the 3D models to highlight suspicious areas [3, 4, 5], the surgeon can have access to additional information during the
diagnostic phase.
Virtual endoscopy also has some limitations. The cost to acquire CT and MRI data is higher than that of con-
ventional endoscopy and the low resolution of images limits the resolution of the 3D model. The creation of a 3D
model can be time consuming if the segmentation of anatomical structures is done manually. Finally, the use of 3D
software can be non-intuitive and frustrating for novice users. Despite those limitations, clinical studies have shown
that virtual endoscopy is useful for surgical planning by generating views that are not observable in actual endoscopic
examination and can therefore be used as a complementary screening procedure and as a control examination in the
aftercare of patients [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
1
2.2 Related Work
The Virtual Endoscopy Center at Wake Forest University School of Medicine has created a Virtual Endoscopy System
called FreeFlight [11] that explores 3D surface models. The surface models are created by automated image seg-
mentation specific to each organ based on thresholding and region growing. In FreeFlight, the user navigates inside
the surface model by choosing the motion of the camera with a mouse click (forward, no movement, backward) and
rotates the camera up and down or left and right with the mouse motion. We have found that a user rarely moves the
mouse in a perfect vertical or horizontal motion, so it is hard to only rotate up or rotate only to the right with such
commands. Our 3D Gyro described in Section 3 allows the user to navigate with a single degree of freedom at a time
for a more precise motion. In FreeFlight the user moves the camera in reference to what she sees on the endoscopic
view. We have found that in order to navigate in a full 3D scene, it is also useful to have an actor representing the
endoscopic camera in the scene with the anatomy and to have an intuitive way to move this actor with six degrees of
freedom along its own coordinates or along the absolute coordinates of the 3D scene.
The Multidimensional Image Processing Lab at Penn State University [12] and The Visualization Laboratory at
the State University of New York at Stony Brook [13] have developed virtual endoscopy programs (Quicksee) in
volumetric environments with fast rendering rates. These programs have both a manual mode where the user can
explore the scene interactively and an automatic mode where the path is pre-defined. In interactive mode, the user
interface is similar to the one of the FreeFlight program and therefore has the same limitations. Another important
feature not present in FreeFlight or Quicksee is the ability to interactively update the path once it has been created. As
fast volume rendering becomes a feature of the 3D Slicer, our virtual navigation program will also be able to explore
volumetric scenes. For now the 3D Slicer uses mainly surface rendering in order to run on multiple platforms on
computers with non-specialized hardware.
The Virtual Endoscopy Software Application (VESA) developed at the GE Corporate Research and Development
Center is a prototype that has been developed in collaboration with the Surgical Planning Laboratory and used for
many clinical studies [14, 15, 16, 4]. Many of its concepts have been used in the development of our system.
3 Virtual Endoscopy System
3.1 System Overview
Our goal in this work was to combine the strengths of non-invasive 2D imaging techniques with intuitive real-time 3D
visualization. Our program simulates the surgical environment and provides the user with many navigational and path
creation options as well as cross-references between windows.
Figure 1. (left) The five cross reference screens during a Virtual Colonoscopy.
Figure 2. (top right) The user can move the endoscope intuitively with the 3D Gyro.
Figure 3. (bottom right) Path Creation: the path (purple tube) fits the user-defined Landmarks (purple spheres) on a grayscale. The
green vectors defined at interval points of the path indicate the view direction of the endoscope. Users can change the orientation
of any vector after selecting it (a selected vector is shown in blue).
3.2 System Environment
The Endoscopic module is part of the 3D Slicer that utilizes the Visualization Toolkit (VTK 3.2) for processing and
the Tcl/Tk scripting language for the user interface. A 3D surface model can be generated from a set of grayscale
volumetric images obtained by medical imaging scanners (i.e. CT scan or MR imaging) [17]. The grayscale images
are displayed as 2D slices and can be segmented manually, semi-automatically or automatically with the 3D Slicer’s
suite of editing tools.
3.3 Display
The display of our Virtual Endoscopy system is based on five cross-referenced screens (Figure 1). In this Section we
present those five screens as well as the different options to control the movement of the endoscope.
Screens The World View displays the main 3D scene that contains the anatomical models and the endoscope (top left
screen of Figure 1). The endoscope is represented graphically by a camera. The user can navigate around the World
View with the mouse.
The Endoscopic View is the screen that displays what the virtual endoscope is filming in real time (top right screen
of Figure 1). The user can also navigate around this view with the mouse. This automatically updates the position and
orientation of the endoscope in the World View.
In addition, three 2D Slice Windows show a cross section of the original grayscale data, called a slice (bottom three
screens of Figure 1). If the user wants to track the position of the endoscope on the original grayscale data, the 2D
windows are updated in real time and the position of the endoscope is shown with a cross-hair. The 2D slices can also
be displayed in the 3D scene along with the models and the endoscope (Figure 1). Those cross reference features give
the surgeon a global context to track the endoscope’s position and interpret the grayscale data.
Navigation Moving and orienting the endoscope should be intuitive so that the user does not spend too much time
trying to navigate through the model. We have investigated many ways to navigate the endoscope interactively.
One way to move the endoscopic camera is for the user to click and move the mouse over the endoscopic screen
to rotate and move the virtual camera. The position and orientation of the endoscope actor is updated simultaneously
in the World View. We have found that the motion of the mouse gives too many degrees of freedom for a precise
translation or rotation of the endoscope. For example, to rotate the endoscope to the right, the user needs to move the
mouse in a perfect horizontal line, otherwise the endoscope will also rotate up or down.
To choose exclusively which axes to use for translation or rotation, we have created six sliders that each control a
degree of freedom (left/right, up/down, forward/backward for translation and rotation). Next to the sliders, the user can
also read the world coordinates and angles of the endoscope and change them by hand. However, the use of sliders can
be frustrating since the user has to shift her attention between the screen and the control panel to change the direction
of motion.
We have found that one of the most intuitive navigation tool is a 3D Gyro (Figure 2). The gyro is represented in
the World View as three orthogonal axes of different colors that are ’hooked’ to the endoscope. The user selects one of
the axes by pointing at it with the mouse, pressing a key on the keyboard to choose between rotation or translation and
then moving or rotating the endoscope along the active highlighted axis by moving the mouse. The 3D Gyro provides
six degrees of freedom, but it enables the user to control each degree of freedom separately for a more precise control
over the translational or rotational movements of the endoscope.
There are 2 modes of translation and rotation for the endoscope. In absolute mode, the endoscope is translated and
rotated with respect to the world’s axes. The axes of the 3D Gyro makes that notion intuitive to the user by staying
aligned with the world axes. In relative mode, the translation and rotation are about the endoscope’s own axes. In this
mode, the 3D Gyro rotates along with the endoscope. As an additional feature, the user can pick a point on a model or
on a cross-sectional slice (in the World View or in a 2D window) and choose to position the endoscope at that world
coordinate. This enables the user to pick suspicious points on a grayscale slice, for example, and to move the camera
to that point to explore the 3D model at that position.
Reformatted Slices By default, the three slices are oriented orthogonally (Axial, Sagittal and Coronal orientation)
but the user has the option to reformat the slices in real-time. Each time the endoscope is moved or rotated, the
orientation of the 3 slices can correspond to the current orientation of the endoscope’s axes. Furthermore, the user has
three options to determine the point where the 3 slices intersect, the center of the slices: the position of the endoscope,
the position of the focal point, or a point picked on the surface of a model (in Figure 1, the slice displayed in the World
View is centered at the polyp shown in blue in the Endoscopic View and oriented parallel to the lens of the endoscope).
Additional Features To simulate the surgical environment, we added an option to detect collision between the
endoscope and the surface of the models. We check to see if the ray perpendicular to the view plane of the endoscope
intersects the surface of a model and detect collision when the distance is under a threshold set by the user. To
simulate a wide-lens endoscope, the user has the option to change the zoom factor as well as the view angle of the
virtual endoscopic camera. In addition, the user is able to change the opacity of the model in the World View without
affecting the opacity of the model in the Endoscopic View. This allows the user, for example, to track the position of
the endoscope in the World View when it is inside a model, by making the model semi-transparent, while keeping the
model at its full opacity in the Endoscopic View in order to see its internal surface.
3.4 Virtual Fly-Through
Path Generation To define a fly-through trajectory, the user has the option to specify both the position and the
orientation of the endoscope at selected key points, called Landmarks. The first way to create a landmark is to record
the current endoscope orientation and position. The second way is to pick a pixel on a grayscale (in the 2D or 3D
View) which will add a landmark at the corresponding world position with a default orientation tangent to the path
(looking “straight” ahead in the direction of movement).
As the user creates landmarks, the program interpolates between them using a cardinal cubic spline curve. We
chose this interpolation function because it has second-order continuity, i.e the rate of change of the tangent vectors is
matched at the landmarks. This ensures smooth transitions in the motion of the endoscope [18]. The path is represented
as a tube with 3D vectors at interval points (Figure 3). Each vector shows how the endoscope will be oriented at that
location of the fly-through. The user can select any vector and re-orient it to look in a different direction. The user
can also select, move or delete any landmark. The path is updated and re-rendered in real time after any landmark or
vector operation for the user to visualize the result.
Once the user is satisfied with the trajectory, she can start a fly-through of the model. A fly-through consists of a
series of consecutive frames where the endoscope moves through each consecutive point on the spline. The user can
play all the frames at a chosen speed, step through each frame manually, or jump to any frame number.
Saving Data At any time, the user can save a data file with the positions of the existing landmarks as well as the
model properties. The format used by the slicer is the MRML (Medical Reality Modeling Language) format [1]. When
a user-created data file is loaded, our system automatically creates a path from any landmarks defined in the file. The
user can also save all frames during a fly-through to make a movie.
4 Calculating the Flight Path
Our system also provides for the automatic calculation of the flight path, which the user can then modify if desired.
Here, we describe the method by which center points of a surface model are obtained. The center points are then used
as landmarks to produce the flight path. Our starting point is a triangulated surface model of the colon, of the kind
obtained through the use of the Marching Cubes algorithm [19], or other similar isosurface extraction algorithm. Here,
it is assumed that the surface has a tubular topology, such as that of the colon. For branching surfaces such as vessels,
similar approaches may be applied [20].
Our method is based on the following physical model. Let denote the tubular colon surface with open ends
described by two closed space curves and We suppose that these boundary curves are held at a constant tem-
perature of and degrees respectively, and seek the steady-state distribution of temperature across the surface.
The standard theory of partial differential equations [21] tells us that this temperature distribution will smoothly vary
between and degrees from end to end, and will be free of local maxima and minima away from the boundary
curves. In fact, the function will be harmonic, i.e. will satisfy Laplace’s equation , and each level set
will consist of a loop around the colon surface. Our flight path is then formed by the centers of mass
of these loops.
The numerical method used to find the temperature distribution function is based on finite element techniques [22].
In [3] and [23], there are closely related methods for colon mapping and brain mapping, respectively. It is well known
[21] that the harmonic function is the minimizer of the Dirichlet functional
(1)
Let denote the finite dimensional space of piecewise linear functions on We seek a minimizer of
in the space Using linearity and integration by parts, it is straightforward to show [23] that the minimization
of reduces to the solution of a system of linear equations, one equation for each vertex in
(2)
Here, the sparse symmetric matrix is zero except when or and are connected by an
edge in the triangulation. In the latter case, we suppose is an edge belonging to two triangles and .
A computation [22] shows that is then given by the formula
(3)
The diagonal elements of may be computed from
(4)
from which it can be seen that positive semi-definite.
In short, may be found by solving the sparse linear system (2) using standard methods from numerical linear
algebra. We have found that the solution of this system can be found in under 5 minutes on a single processor Sun
Ultra 10, for a surface consisting of triangles. Once the solution is found, the center points may be found
simply by dividing up the interval into a number of sub-intervals, and calculating for each sub-interval the center
of mass of the vertices with corresponding values of
5 Discussion
Our tool has been used in two clinical studies. The first study was a virtual colonoscopy of a 66 year old female
patient. The original source for the colon surface was an axial helical CT scan. The patient had two real polyps and
we added phantom polyps in the data set that ranged in size from 4.9 to 7.2 mm. The 3D model of the colon was color
coded by an algorithm used in Haker et al [3], and similar to [24] . Centerline points through the colon were extracted
automatically with the algorithm described in Section 4 and the Virtual Endoscopic tool created a fly-through path for
the camera. All Polyps can be clearly detected during the fly-through. A movie of a virtual colonoscopy can be seen
at http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/medical-vision/virtual-endoscopy/.
Our system was also used in a cardiovascular project to observe branching vessels from the inside of the heart
atrium of a 34 year old male patient. The original source for the atrium and vessels was an MRI scan. In this study, it
was important to place the endoscope at precise contiguous positions in the atrium to observe views into the vessels.
For further evaluation, we plan to ask physicians to compare and evaluate the different features of our program
and create fly-throughs of various anatomic structures. We are also working on developing and integrating a suite of
automatic path generation algorithms into the Virtual Endoscopy module. Our goal is to produce centerlines automat-
ically through surface models of any topology. This will allow the users to choose to bring automation into the path
generation process. We would also like to add the ability to have branching paths with the option for the user to make
only a portion of the path active for the fly-through.
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